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Abstract— To give legitimate administrations in the best, 

financial and productive way and seeking after creative 

intends to give lawful administrations to legal counsellors. 

There are an expanding number of defendants who are 

compelled to speak to themselves in court. We trust that 

critical support for unrepresented disputants can be given by 

the development of electronic legitimate choice emotionally 

supportive networks. We examine apparatuses we have 

developed for building online legitimate choice emotionally 

supportive networks and give cases from the spaces of Family 

Law and qualification for lawful guide. Most legitimate 

choice emotionally supportive networks worked for business 

utilize display. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The proposed investigation will discuss the request whether, 

and under which conditions, courts can and should use 

decision sincerely strong systems for mediation. In the 

foremost stage, These System will ensure that, when in doubt, 

the upsides of using such structures surpass the disservices. 

In the second stage, These System will suggest qualities that 

would settle on decision sincerely strong systems reasonable 

for use in lawful fundamental authority. 

The common contention about whether judges could 

and should be supplanted by robots, or PCs, is more prepared 

than the inventive progressions which have made this vision 

have all the earmarks of being to some degree possible. I 

assume that advancement has not yet developed sufficiently 

for this decision to be sensible now in time. Also, essential 

insight is suspicious of fake awareness and would in all 

likelihood repudiate such a wide walk. I will along these lines 

present a less pompous part for mechanized systems, 

regardless of the way that, as I will later show up, the union 

of decision sincerely strong systems still has basic 

repercussions for settling.  

 Whatever remains of this investigation suggestion is 

sorted out as takes after: in the underlying section I elucidate 

generally the likelihood of decision candidly strong systems 

for settling and examine the essential characteristics of 

decision sincerely steady systems in law. In the second part I 

overview the written work on decision sincerely steady 

systems in law. The third part displays an exchange of the two 

theoretical fields which fill in as an introduce for the 

examination settling and decision candidly strong systems. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. A web based decision support system for divorce lawyer. 

Lilian Edwards, Faculty of law, University of Edinburgh, 

John Kingston, Artificial Intelligence application institute, 

school of informatics, University of Edinburgh: 

This system develops a knowledge based system that gives 

information on Scots law related to the distribution of 

matrimonial property when divorce take place between 

people. This system was designed as a Web based system 

such that this system will run on any platform. The system 

was planned such that it is understood by both lawyers and 

the clients. The advantages of this system are easy to 

maintain, user-friendly. The disadvantages are license cost is 

required and the system is for the trainee lawyers. [1] 

B. Zeleznikow, J. & Stranieri, A. (1998) Split-Up: An 

intelligent decision support system which provides advice 

upon property division following divorce. Journal of Law and 

Information Technology 6(2): pp.190–213: 

The paper includes a system in which the judicial 

system uses nearest neighbour and knowledge discovery for 

database method to support the cases. It includes facts which 

comprises of situation in which they are compared with the 

current case and based on this input the system determines 

the intended output The paper includes system like 

TAXMAN which was which was concerned with tax 

corporate organization.SAL is an expert system which was 

used in settlement related decision making. The advantages 

of this system are low cost, great speed, flexible outcomes. 

The disadvantage is AI is not completely used.[2] 

C. Bellucci, E. & Zeleznikow, J. (2001) Representations for 

decision making support in negotiation. Journal of Decision 

Support 10(3–4): 

Negotiation is nothing but the cooperative decision 

- making between two parties. In this paper theyhave focused 

only on the family law. They have developed several systems 

to support the negotiation process. This system was trying to 

resolve the dispute between two parties. The parties who are 

having dispute in between them are getting solution to 

resolved there problem.In negotiation there is no guarantee 

that one of the client will be satisfied. They have focused only 

on one domain that is family law.[3] 

D. Zeleznikow, J. (2000) Building judicial support systems 

in discretionary legal domains. International Review of Law, 

Computers and Technology 14(3): pp. 341–35: 

In this paper they have developed one intelligent 

legal decision support system which provides audio/video 

text synchronization  of the data. This support system is based 

on artificial intelligent. In this intelligent legal decision 

support system they have made  a view of actual court. This 

system include different domain like family law, refugee law, 

divorce law etc. The system have increased confidence of 

justice system and provide support for alternative dispute 

resolution. This system is complex to build as it is based on 

AI. The system required investigation of history and legal 

reasoning.[4] 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

In Existing System, legal counselor was not ready to discover 

the case related issue in shorted period. They required more 
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opportunity to fathom customer cases in court. Legal advisor 

keep all subtle elements of case physically. So it required 

excessively investment for looking. Customer was not ready 

to get the data about laws at one spots. Customers need to go 

by and by to legal counselor for his case. As a result of this 

loads of fake legal advisor take abuses it. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

There is an expanding request by the legitimate group for a 

framework which can meet the difficulties like consistency, 

effectiveness, and straightforwardness. In this article we talk 

about the requests that the ascent of ace se prosecution 

postures for the legal framework and how group lawful 

administrations can help meet these difficulties through the 

advancement of electronic choice emotionally supportive 

networks. Specifically, we examine three frameworks we 

have worked for Victoria Legal Aid which help enhance both 

the proficiency of Victoria Legal Aid and the nature of its 

recommendation. 

 Here newly Decision Support System for Legal 

Advice is introduced. In this system time of  lawyer will 

saved. Lawyer as well as client can also find for a problem 

and its solution. Lawyer will Get Alert message when court 

date is there. 

 
Fig. 1: Block Diagram 

A. Lawyer System: 

 Add Screen Shots with 2-3 Line of Explanation 

sequentially 

B. Client System: 

 Add Screen Shots with 2-3 line of Explanation 

sequentially 

V. ADVANTAGES 

1) Lawyer can save his time.  

2) Lawyers can search problems of client easily. 

3) Lawyers get a practice section which is useful. 

4) Clients get a platform to interact with lawyers. 

VI. FUTURE WORK 

The system provides a practice session for lawyers. The 

lawyer can interact with the database and practice to get 

prepared for the court. In future in practice session can be 

improved by using artificial intelligence. The system can also 

develop a virtual court to provide justice. It can also provide 

a section for scanning of documents and evidences to present 

it in virtual court.   

VII. RESULT 

 
Fig. 2: 

 
Fig. 3: 

 
Fig. 4: 
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Fig. 5: 

 
Fig. 6: 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

The system will provide legal decision support system to 

grant legal aid for clients and lawyers. Our approach to solve 

this complex problem by developing web based legal 

decision support systems.   In this system we get the all 

information about the client case in one place.  
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